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UNIVERSALLY DEFINING FINITELY GENERATED
SUBRINGS OF GLOBAL FIELDS
NICOLAS DAANS
Abstract. It is a problem of general interest when a domain R is first-order-
definable within its field of fractions K via a universal first-order formula. We
show that this is the case when K is a global field and R is finitely gener-
ated. Hereby we recover Koenigsmann’s result that the ring of integers has
a universal first-order definition in the field of rational numbers, as well as
the generalisations of Koenigsmann’s result by Park for number fields and by
Eisentra¨ger and Morrison for global function fields of odd characteristic.
Let K be a field, n a nonzero natural number. We call a subset A of Kn
diophantine over K if there exist a natural number m and a polynomial F ∈
K[X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym] such that
A = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ K
n | ∃y1, . . . , ym ∈ K : F (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) = 0}.
We might also say that the set A has a diophantine definition via the polynomial
F and call the number m the quantifier rank of this definition.
We are ultimately interested in the case n = 1, i.e. we want to study certain
subsets ofK and decide whether they are diophantine. This turns out to be a very
difficult problem. One can show that a subset is diophantine by giving a definition
- e.g. it is easy to see that in any field the set of squares is diophantine via
F = Y 21 −X1 or that the set of non-zero numbers is diophantine via F = X1Y1−1
- but there is no known way to find a diophantine definition for a given subset
in general. By counting, almost all subsets of K will not be diophantine if K is
infinite. But even constructing one such non-diophantine set is not trivial, except
in the rare cases where the first-order theory of K is very well understood, like
when K is the field of real, complex, or p-adic numbers.
It is still an open question whether the ring of integers Z is diophantine in the
field of rational numbers Q, or more generally whether the ring of integers of a
number field is diophantine in this number field. Recently, Jochen Koenigsmann
found a diophantine definition of Q \ Z in Q. [7] This corresponds to finding a
polynomial F ∈ K[X, Y1, . . . , Ym] such that
Z = {x ∈ Q | ∀y1, . . . , ym ∈ Q : F (x, y1, . . . , ym) 6= 0}
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and one says that Z has a universal definition of quantifier rank m in Q via
F . His proof is technical but relatively elementary; it essentially relies on the
Hasse-Minkowski Theorem on isotropy of quadratic forms and the Quadratic
Reciprocity Law. Using heavier machinery from class field theory, his result was
later generalised by Jennifer Park in [10], who gives a universal definition for the
ring of integers in a number field .
It is natural to ask whether similar techniques yield interesting results when
applied to global function fields, i.e. transcendence degree 1 extensions of a finite
field. For example, one might ask if for a finite field F , the polynomial ring F [T ]
has a universal definition in its fraction field F (T ). This was obtained in the case
when char(F ) is odd by Kirsten Eisentra¨ger and Travis Morrison. In fact, they
show that for a global function field K of odd characteristic any integrally closed,
finitely generated subring of K with fraction field K, has a universal definition
in K. [4]
We present a new approach to universally defining certain subrings of global
fields. The following is our main result (Theorem 7.4):
Theorem. Let K be a global field, i.e. a number field or a global function field.
Any finitely generated subring R of K such that K is the fraction field of R, has
a universal definition in K.
In particular, we recover from this all previously cited results. Furthermore,
our technique works when the characteristic of K is 2, a case which had not been
covered before.
In the first three sections of this article, we state some needed definitions
and results on diophantine sets, quaternion algebras, and local and global fields.
Readers with the required background in (one of) these topics may skip these,
although we wish to draw particular attention to our characteristic-agnostic ap-
proach to quaternion algebras.
Every integrally closed, semilocal subring of a global field has a diophantine
definition in this field. This was essentially shown in [7] and [12] and is the basis
for the mentioned results by Koenigsmann, Park and Eisentra¨ger-Morrison. In
the fourth section, we state this result and prove some easy corollaries, most of
which were already present in some form in [7]. They form the building blocks
for the diophantine and universal definitions that come afterwards.
Section five contains the bulk of the article: for a finite set S of finite places of
a global field K, we present a method to derive a universal definition for the ring
of S-integers in K; this is the set of all elements of K with non-negative value at
all places outside of S. This method is constructive and can be used to compute
a uniform upper bound for the quantifier rank. In the sixth section we show that
65 is such a uniform upper bound.
In the seventh section we explain how to extend the universal definability of
rings of S-integers - which correspond to finitely generated, integrally closed
rings with global fraction field - to the definability of finitely generated subrings
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of global fields that are not necessarily integrally closed. Here, however, we lose
the bound on the quantifier rank.
This work is based on the author’s master thesis at the University of Antwerp,
prepared under the supervision of Karim Johannes Becher.
1. Diophantine sets
Let K always denote a field. We consider 0 to be a natural number and denote
by N, Z, Q and R the sets of natural numbers, integers, rational numbers and
real numbers respectively.
We gave the definition of a diophantine set over K in the introduction. For
later use, we state some results on combining diophantine sets to form other
diophantine sets.
1.1. Proposition. Suppose K is not algebraically closed, n ∈ N. Let A and B be
subsets of Kn with diophantine definitions of respective quantifier ranks m1 and
m2. Then A∪B and A∩B have diophantine definitions with respective quantifier
ranks max{m1, m2} and m1 +m2.
Proof. Let A and B be defined by F ∈ K[X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym1 ] and G ∈
K[X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym2] respectively. Set m = max{m1, m2}. One observes
that
A ∪ B = {x ∈ Kn | ∃y1, . . . , ym ∈ K : F (x, y1, . . . , ym1)G(x, y1, . . . , ym2) = 0},
which shows that A ∪ B has a diophantine definition of rank m. If K is not
algebraically closed, then there exists an anisotropic form φ in two variables over
K (take an irreducible non-linear polynomial and consider its homogenization).
One observes that
A ∩ B = {x ∈ Kn | ∃y ∈ Km1 , z ∈ Km2 : φ(F (x, y), G(x, z)) = 0},
which shows that A ∩B has a diophantine definition of rank m1 +m2. 
1.2. Proposition. Let A and B be subsets of K with diophantine definitions of
respective quantifier ranks m and m′ and let c ∈ K×. Then the sets
A+B = {x ∈ K | ∃y ∈ K : y ∈ A and x− y ∈ B}
cA = {x ∈ K |
x
c
∈ A}
A−1 ∪ {0} = {x ∈ K | x = 0 or x−1 ∈ A}
have diophantine definitions with respective quantifier ranks m+m′ + 1, m and
m.
Proof. The first two are left as easy verifications for the reader. For the third,
let F (X, Y1, . . . , Ym) be a polynomial defining A in K. Choose a d > degX F and
consider the polynomial G(X, Y1, . . . , Ym) = X
dF ( 1
X
, Y1, . . . , Ym). One sees that
G defines A−1 ∪ {0} in K. 
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Although we will formulate all results in terms of diophantine sets, it will
sometimes be easier to talk about the first-order formulas defining these sets in
the proofs. We call a formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) of the form
∃y1, . . . , ym : F (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) = 0
a diophantine formula. As usual, the notation K |= ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) for some
x1, . . . , xn ∈ K means that the formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) holds in K; this is equival-
ent to saying that (x1, . . . , xn) lies in the diophantine subset of K
n defined by
F .
2. Quaternion algebras
By a quaternion algebra over K we mean a 4-dimensional central simple K-
algebra. It can be shown that such an algebra is either a division algebra, in
which case we call it non-split, or isomorphic to the ring of 2 × 2 matrices over
K, in which case we call it split. When Q is a quaternion algebra over K and
L/K is a field extension, then Q⊗K L is a quaternion algebra over L. We denote
this algebra by QL and say that Q splits over L if QL is split. We refer to [11,
Chapters 12,13] and [13, Chapter 8] for details and proofs for all claims in this
section.
Given a, b ∈ K with b(1 + 4a) 6= 0, we define the 4-dimensional K-algebra
[a, b)K = K ⊕Ku ⊕Kv ⊕Kuv with u
2 − u = a, v2 = b and uv + vu = v. This
is a K-quaternion algebra and one can show that all quaternion algebras over K
are of this form for some a and b.
Given a, b ∈ K×, we define the 4-dimensional K-algebra (a, b)K = K ⊕Ki ⊕
Kj ⊕ Kij with i2 = a, j2 = b and ij + ji = 0. If char(K) 6= 2 this is a K-
quaternion algebra and one can show that all quaternion algebras over K are
of this form for some a and b. Furthermore, one has [a, b)K ∼= (1 + 4a, b)K by
mapping v to j and u to i+1
2
.
We denote by Trd and Nrd the reduced trace and norm forms on Q respectively.
See [11, Chapter 16] for basic properties of these two functions. If Q = [a, b)K
and x = x1 + x2u+ x3v + x4uv for some x1, . . . , x4 ∈ K, then one computes that
Trd(x) = 2x1 + x2 and Nrd(x) = x
2
1 + x1x2 − ax
2
2 − b(x
2
3 + x3x4 − ax
2
4).
If Q = (a, b)K and x = x1 + x2i+ x3j + x4ij for x1, . . . , x4 ∈ K, then
Trd(x) = 2x1 and Nrd(x) = x
2
1 − ax
2
2 − bx
2
3 + abx
2
4.
Note that Nrd is anisotropic when Q is non-split. If Q is split, then ∃x ∈ Q \ {0}
with Trd(x) = 0 = Nrd(x).
2.1. Example. Let K = R, a, b ∈ R×. Then X21 −aX
2
2 −bX
2
3 +abX
2
4 is anisotropic
if and only if a and b are negative. Hence (a, b)R is split when one of a and b are
positive. On the other hand, when a and b are negative, then (a, b)R ∼= (−1,−1)R
is non-split.
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We list some results on quaternion algebras for later use.
2.2. Proposition. Let K be a field, n ∈ N, Q a quaternion algebra over K and
let L/K be a quadratic field extension. Then L splits Q if and only if L can be
embedded into Q over K.
Proof. See [11, Corollary 13.3]. 
2.3. Proposition. Let K be a field and Q a quaternion algebra over K. Suppose
d ∈ K is such that the root field of X2 − X − d splits Q. Then there exists a
b ∈ K such that Q ∼= [d, b)K .
Proof. One can easily see that M2(K) ∼= [d, 1)K by considering the matrices
u =
[
0 d
1 1
]
and v =
[
1 1
0 −1
]
and verifying that they satisfy u2 − u = d, v2 = 1 and uv + vu = v. Thus
when Q is split, we can set b = 1. If Q is non-split, the result follows from the
characterisation of cyclic algebras, see for example [11, Proposition 15.1.a]. 
3. Local and global fields
By a local field we will mean the fraction field of a complete discrete valuation
ring with finite residue field. We call the unique valuation with value group Z
inducing this complete discrete valuation ring the normalized valuation of the
local field. Note that a finite extension of a local field is again local. We refer to
[5] for an overview on valuation theory.
3.1. Proposition. Let K be a local field with normalized valuation v and residue
field F .
• If char(F ) 6= 2 and a, b ∈ K× are such that (a, b)K is a division algebra,
then at least one of v(a) and v(b) is odd.
• If a, b ∈ K are such that b(1 + 4a) 6= 0 and [a, b)K is a division algebra,
then v(a) ≤ 0. If additionally v(a) = 0, then at least one of v(1+4a) and
v(b) is odd.
Proof. Assume char(F ) 6= 2 and that v(a) and v(b) are both even; after multiply-
ing with a square we may assume v(a) = v(b) = 0. Then the form aX2+bY 2−Z2
becomes isotropic over the residue field F (by the Chevalley-Warning Theorem)
and by Hensel’s Lemma [5, Theorem 1.3.1] the form must in fact be isotropic
over K, whereby (a, b)K is split. This shows the first part.
If char(F ) 6= 2, then [a, b)K ∼= (1 + 4a, b)K and the second statement follows
from the previous paragraph. Assume for the rest of the proof that char(F ) = 2.
Note that in this case, v(a) ≥ 0 automatically implies that v(1 + 4a) = 0.
We may multiply b by a square and assume without loss of generality that
v(b) ∈ {0, 1}. If either v(a) > 0 or v(a) = v(b) = 0, then we can find a y ∈ O\{0}
such that a− b(1 + 4a)y2 ≡ 0 mod pi, as the residue is finite and of characteristic
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2, whereby every element of O is a square modulo pi. Then the polynomial
X2−X−a+ b(1+4a)y2 has a simple root modulo pi; by Hensel’s Lemma it then
has a root in K, i.e. there exists an x ∈ K with 0 = x2 − x− a+ b(1 + 4a)y2. It
follows that the quadratic form
(1 + 4a)X2 + b(Y 2 + Y Z − aZ2)
has a non-trivial zero (b,−x
y
, 1
y
), whereby [a, b)K is split. 
3.2. Proposition. Let K be a local field with valuation ring O and residue field
F . Let d ∈ O be such that X2−X − d is irreducible over the residue field. Then
for all b ∈ K× we have that [d, b)K is split if and only if v(b) is even.
Proof. Note that v(1+4d) = 0, otherwise X2−X − d would be a square modulo
pi. Hence, if v(b) is even, it follows from Proposition 3.1 that [d, b) is split.
The form X2−XY −Y 2d is anisotropic over K and its reduction is anisotropic
over F . Because of the latter, it can only represent elements of K of even value.
Hence if v(b) is odd the quadratic form
(1 + 4a)X2 + b(Y 2 + Y Z − aZ2)
must be anisotropic, whereby [d, b)K is non-split. 
3.3. Proposition. Let K be a local field. Up to isomorphism, there exists a
unique non-split quaternion algebra Q over K. For every quadratic extension
L/K, QL is split.
Proof. See [11, Section 17.10]. 
We call a finite extension of Q a number field and a transcendence degree 1
extension over a finite field a global function field. By a global field we will mean
either a number field or a global function field.
Given a field K, we consider the set of normalized discrete valuations on K,
which we index with the set P. We call this set P the set of finite places of K.
Given a p ∈ P, we may denote by O(p) the valuation ring of K corresponding
to the valuation vp. We denote by Op the completion of O(p), write Kp for the
fraction field of Op and set σp : K → Kp for the canonical embedding.
Note that if K is a global field, then all completions have a local fraction field.
Furthermore, for all x ∈ K there exist only finitely many p ∈ P with vp(x) 6= 0.
Among the global fields, number fields are the only ones which can possibly be
embedded into R. We index the embeddings of a given field K into R by a set
P∞ and call its elements the real places of K. Note that for a number field, P∞ is
always finite. For p ∈ P∞ we set Kp = R, and let σp : K → R be the embedding.
We set P′ = P ∪ P∞ and call it the set of places of K.
Let Q be a quaternion algebra over K. For a p ∈ P′, write Qp as shorthand
notation for QKp . Define the ramification set of Q as
∆(Q) = {p ∈ P′ | Qp is not split}.
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3.4.Theorem (Hasse-Minkowski). Let K be a global field, Q a quaternion algebra
over K. Then ∆(Q) = ∅ if and only if Q is split.
Proof. Clearly if Q is split, then it remains split over all completions and we
have ∆(Q) = ∅, without assumptions on K. The converse is the classical Hasse-
Minkowski Theorem and can be found in [9, Theorem 8.1.17]. 
3.5. Theorem (Hilbert Reciprocity). Let K be a global field. If Q is a quaternion
algebra over K, |∆(Q)| ∈ 2N. Conversely, given any subset S ⊆ P′ with |S| ∈ 2N,
there exists a quaternion algebra Q over K with ∆(Q) = S.
Proof. See [9, Theorem 8.1.17]. 
We can derive a more explicit form of the second part of the last theorem.
3.6. Theorem. Let K be a global field. Let S ⊆ P be a set with |S| ∈ 2N. Let
d ∈ K be such that 1 + 4d 6= 0, let L be the root field of X2 −X − d over K and
suppose that for all p ∈ S, the polynomial X2 − X − d is irreducible over Kp.
Then there exists a b ∈ K× such that ∆([d, b)K) = S.
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 there exists a K-quaternion algebra Q such that ∆(Q) =
S. We show that ∆(QL) = ∅, this then implies via Theorem 3.4 that L splits Q
and the result follows from Proposition 2.3.
Take a place q of L, then Lq ∼= LKp for some place p of K. If p 6∈ S, then by
assumption Kp splits Q, so also the extension Lq splits Q. On the other hand,
if p 6∈ S, Lq/Kp is a quadratic extension by the assumption that X
2 −X − d is
irreducible over Kp. Proposition 3.3 implies that Lq then splits Q. We conclude
that for all places q of L, Lq splits Q. 
4. Semilocal subrings
Let Q,Q′ be quaternion algebras over K and L/K a quadratic field extension.
Consider the following subsets of K:
S(Q) = {Trd(x) | x ∈ Q \K,Nrd(x) = 1},
Σ(Q,Q′) = S(Q) + S(Q′).
We will write Σ(Q) instead of Σ(Q,Q). By the formulas for reduced trace and
norm given in the first section, we have that
S((a, b)K) = {t ∈ K | ∃x2, x3, x4(t
2 − 4ax22 − 4bx
2
3 + 4abx
2
4 = 4)},
S([a, b)K) =
{
t ∈ K
∣∣∣∣ ∃x1, x3, x4(x21 + x1(t− 2x1) + (t− 2x1)2−b(x23 + x3x4 − ax24) = 1)
}
.
Thus, after fixing a representation of a quaternion algebra Q as either (a, b)K or
[a, b)K , we see that S(Q) has a diophantine definition of rank 3. It follows that
Σ(Q,Q′) has a diophantine definition of rank 7.
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We now give the theorem establishing the usefulness of the sets S(Q) and
Σ(Q,Q′). These were discovered essentially by Bjorn Poonen in [12] and Koenigs-
mann in [7], although the following theorem was not proven in such generality
there.
Throughout this paper, when dealing with subsets of a field K, we take the
convention that
⋂
∅ = K.
4.1. Theorem. Let Q,Q′ be quaternion algebras over a global field K which is
split over all real places. Then
Σ(Q,Q′) =
⋂
p∈∆(Q)∩∆(Q′)
O(p).
Proof. This is a corollary of the Hasse-Minkowski Theorem (Theorem 3.4). An
elementary and uniform proof will be provided in an upcoming paper by the
author and Karim Johannes Becher. For now, we refer to [2, Proposition 2.9]
where a proof is given in the case Q = Q′; by inspection one sees how the proof
can be easily modified to cover the general case. 
For a quaternion algebra Q over K and a c ∈ K× we define the following
subsets of K:
K = {x ∈ K | ∃y ∈ K : x = y2}
Ic(Q) = c ·K · Σ(Q)× ∩ (1−K · Σ(Q)×)
Jc(Q) = Ic(Q) · Σ(Q)
Hc(Q) = (c−1 · Σ(Q) + c · Σ(Q)−1)−1 ∪ {0}.
These are diophantine subsets of K; we count their quantifier rank in Proposi-
tion 4.5. For c ∈ K×, define the following subsets of P:
P(c) = {p ∈ P | vp(c) is odd}
P[c] = {p ∈ P | vp(c) < 0}.
Recall that when p ∈ P, O(p) is a valuation ring on K. For n ∈ N, we denote
by pnO(p) the n-th power of its maximal ideal.
4.2. Proposition. Let K be a global field, c ∈ K×, Q a quaternion algebra over
K, split at all real places.
(1) For y ∈ K×, we have y ∈ Ic(Q) if and only if both of the following hold:
(i) For all p ∈ ∆(Q) ∩ P(c), vp(y) is odd and positive.
(ii) For all p ∈ ∆(Q) \ P(c), vp(y) and vp(1− y) are even.
(2) One has
Jc(Q) =
⋂
p∈∆(Q)∩P(c)
pO(p).
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(3) We have
Hc(Q) =
⋂
p∈∆(Q)∩P[c]
p
−vp(c)O(p).
Proof. All of these results follow from Theorem 4.1 through computations using
only basic properties of discrete valuations. A detailed proof of part 1 can be
found in [7, Lemma 13]; we give a proof of parts 2 and 3.
By part 1, clearly Ic(Q) ⊆
⋂
p∈∆(Q)∩P(c) pO(p); as by Theorem 4.1 Σ(Q) ⊆⋂
p∈∆(Q)∩P(c)O(p), it follows immediately that J
c(Q) ⊆
⋂
p∈∆(Q)∩P(c) pO(p).
Conversely, let x ∈
⋂
p∈∆(Q)∩P(c) pO(p). Consider first a p ∈ ∆(Q) ∩ P(c). Then
there exists a yp ∈ K
× with vp(yp) odd and positive and x/yp ∈ O(p). Now
consider a p ∈ ∆(Q) \ P(c), then there exists a yp ∈ K
× with vp(yp) = vp(1− yp)
even and x/yp ∈ O(p) (just let yp be any element with p-adic value less than
min{0, vp(x)}). By Weak Approximation, we can find a y ∈ K
× such that x/y ∈⋂
p∈∆(Q)O(p) = Σ(Q) and for all p ∈ ∆(Q), vp(y) = vp(yp). It follows from part 1
that y ∈ Ic(Q), whereby x = x
y
· y ∈ Jc(Q). This concludes the proof of part 2.
Finally, we give a proof of part 3. Clearly 0 lies in the sets on both sides of
the equation. Take x ∈ Hc(Q) \ {0}, then x−1 = c−1t′ + ct−1 for some t′ ∈ Σ(Q),
t ∈ Σ(Q) \ {0}. Assume that p ∈ ∆(Q) ∩ P[c]. Then Σ(Q) ⊆ O(p) and thus
vp(c
−1t′) = −vp(c) + vp(t
′) > 0 and vp(ct
−1) = vp(c)− vp(t) < 0. Hence
vp(x
−1) = min{vp(c
−1t′), vp(ct
−1)} = vp(c)− vp(t) ≤ vp(c)
whereby vp(x) ≥ −vp(c). This shows that the inclusion from left to right holds.
Take a non-zero x ∈
⋂
p∈∆(Q)∩P[c] p
−vp(c)O(p), then vp(x) ≥ −vp(c) for all p ∈
∆(Q) ∩ P[c]. We again use a technique based on Weak Approximation: we will
show that for any p ∈ ∆(Q) we can find tp, t
′
p ∈ O(p), tp 6= 0 such that t
′
p = cx
−1−
c2t−1p , then by approximation one can actually find t, t
′ ∈
⋂
p∈∆(Q)O(p) = Σ(Q),
t 6= 0 such that t′ = cx−1−c2t−1, whereby we will have x−1 = c−1t′+ct−1 ∈ Hc(Q).
Take a p ∈ ∆(Q). Assume first that vp(x) ≥ −vp(c). In this case we can set
tp = xc, as then vp(xc) = vp(x) + vp(c) ≥ 0 and t
′
p = cx
−1 − c2tp = 0 ∈ O(p). Now
suppose that vp(x) < −vp(c). By our assumption on x this is only possible when
vp(c) ≥ 0. In this case we can set tp = 1 ∈ Σ(Qp)\{0}, for then t
′
p = cx
−1− c2t−1p
has value vp(c) + vp(x
−1 − c) = 2vp(c) ≥ 0, whereby t
′
p ∈ O(p). 
4.3. Lemma. Let K be a global field, denote by Qa,b either (a, b)K (if char(K) 6=
2) or [a, b)K . The sets
Σ(Qa,b, Qa′,b′)
−1 = {x ∈ K× | x−1 ∈ Σ(Qa,b, Qa′,b′)},
Σ(Qa,b, Qa′,b′)
× = Σ(Qa,b, Qa′,b′) ∩ Σ(Qa,b, Qa′,b′)
−1
have a diophantine definition of rank 7, uniform in a, b, a′, b′.
Proof. We give the proof for Qa,b = (a, b)K ; the proof for [a, b)K is similar. Set
ϕ(a, b, c, d) = ∃x2, x3, x4(c
2 − 4ax22d
2 − 4bx23d
2 + 4abx24d
2 = 4d2)
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and always assume a, b 6= 0. Then this formula trivially does not hold when
d = 0 6= c and it trivially holds when c = d = 0. If we assume now that d 6= 0,
then the formula holds if and only if c
d
∈ S((a, b)K). We conclude that for a, b 6= 0,
K |= ϕ(a, b, c, d)⇔ (c = d = 0 or (d 6= 0 and
c
d
∈ S(Qa,b))).
Now set
ψ(a, b, a′, b′, c, d) = ∃y(ϕ(a, b, y, 1) and ϕ(a′, b′, yd− c, d)).
This can be reformulated as a diophantine formula with 7 quantifiers by Propos-
ition 1.1. Assuming again that a, b, a′, b′ 6= 0, this formula holds when c = d = 0
(choose y = 2) and does not hold when d = 0 and c 6= 0 by the result for ϕ. If
d 6= 0, ϕ(a′, b′, yd− c, d) can be interpreted as y− c
d
= yd−c
d
∈ S((a′, b′)K) and we
reobtain the definition of c
d
∈ Σ((a, b)K , (a
′, b′)K). We conclude that
K |= ϕ(a, b, a′, b′, x, 1)⇔ (x 6= 0 and x−1 ∈ Σ(Qa,b, Qa′,b′)),
in other words, for fixed a, b, a′, b′ 6= 0, ϕ(a, b, x, 1) gives a diophantine definition
of Σ(Qa,b, Qa′,b′)
−1. To find a diophantine definition of rank 7 of
Σ(Qa,b, Qa′,b′)
× =
⋂
p∈∆(Qa,b)∩∆(Qa′,b′ )
O×(p)
we observe that for any p ∈ P and for all x ∈ K× one has
x ∈ O×(p) ⇔
x2 + 1
x
∈ O(p).
Hence, x ∈ Σ(Qa,b, Qa′,b′)
× if and only if (x2 + 1)/x ∈ Σ(Qa,b, Qa′,b′) and we see
that the latter can be described as
K |= ϕ(a, b, a′, b′, x2 + 1, x).

4.4. Corollary. Let K be a global field. Let |S| be a non-empty, finite set of
finite places of K. Then the subsets
⋂
p∈S O(p) and
⋂
p∈S O
×
(p) have a diophantine
definition in K of rank 7.
Proof. We can find two sets S1, S2 ⊆ P such that S1 ∩ S2 = S and |S1|, |S2| ∈
2N; by Theorem 3.5 we can find K-quaternion algebras Q1 and Q2 such that
∆(Q1) = S1 and ∆(Q2) = S2. Theorem 4.1 tells us that Σ(Q1, Q2) =
⋂
p∈S O(p)
and this set has a diophantine definition with 7 quantifiers. By Lemma 4.3 the
same holds for Σ(Q1, Q2)
×. 
4.5. Proposition. Denote by Qa,b either (a, b)K (if char(K) 6= 2) or [a, b)K , let
c ∈ K×. The sets K·Σ(Qa,b)
×, Ic(Qa,b), J
c(Qa,b) andH
c(Qa,b) have diophantine
definitions in K - uniform in a, b - with 8, 16, 24 and 15 quantifiers respectively.
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Proof. These follow by examining the definitions of the sets and applying the
techniques from the first section. For x ∈ K we have that x ∈ K · Σ(Qa,b)
× if
and only if
∃q ∈ K : xq2 ∈ Σ(Qa,b)
× ∪ {0}
which by Lemma 4.3, Proposition 1.1 and Proposition 1.2 yields a diophantine
definition with 7 + 1 = 8 quantifiers.
For x ∈ K and c ∈ K× we have that x ∈ Ic(Qa,b) if and only if
cx ∈ K · Σ(Qa,b)
× and (1− x) ∈ K · Σ(Qa,b)
×.
By Proposition 1.1 and the above this yields a diophantine definition and we
count 8 + 8 = 16 quantifiers. For x ∈ K we have
x ∈ Jc(Qa,b)⇔ (∃y ∈ K
× : y ∈ Ic(Qa,b) and
x
y
∈ Σ(Qa,b))
which one can formalise to a diophantine formula with 16+7+1 = 24 quantifiers;
for the part x
y
∈ Σ(Q) one uses the technique from the proof of Lemma 4.3.
Finally we again use the techniques from Proposition 1.1 and Proposition 1.2
as well as Lemma 4.3 to conclude that Hc(Qa,b) has a diophantine definition of
rank 7 + 7 + 1 = 15. 
5. Rings of S-integers
For the rest of this article, let K be a global field and as usual denote P for the
set of finite places and P′ for the set of places. For a finite set S ⊆ P, the ring of
S-integers is defined to be
OS = {x ∈ K | ∀p ∈ P \ S : vp(x) ≥ 0} =
⋂
p∈P\S
O(p).
5.1. Proposition. Let P ⊆ P be a non-empty set of finite places. Suppose that⋃
p∈P
pO(p)
has a diophantine definition in K with n quantifiers. Then⋂
p∈P
O(p)
has a universal definition in K with n + 1 quantifiers.
Proof. Let ϕ(t) be a diophantine formula defining
⋃
p∈P pO(p) in K. We will show
that ⋂
p∈P
O(p) = {x ∈ K | K |= ∀u(¬(x · u
.
= 1) ∨ ¬ϕ(u)))}
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whereby we will have the required universal definition for
⋂
p∈P O(p). Clearly 0
lies in both sets. Consider an arbitrary x ∈ K×, then indeed we have
x ∈
⋂
p∈P
O(p) ⇔ x
−1 6∈
⋃
p∈P
pO(p)
⇔ K |= ¬(∃u(x · u
.
= 1 ∧ ϕ(u)))
⇔ K |= ∀u(¬(x · u
.
= 1) ∨ ¬ϕ(u))).

5.2. Corollary. Let S ⊆ P be a finite, non-empty set of finite places. Then⋃
p∈S pO(p) has a diophantine definition in K with 7 quantifiers and
⋂
p∈S O(p)
has a universal definition in K with 8 quantifiers.
Proof. The second statement follows from the first by Proposition 5.1. By Corol-
lary 4.4, for every p ∈ P, O(p) has a diophantine definition with 7 quantifiers. Then
the same holds for pO(p): pick an element pi ∈ pO(p) \ p
2O(p), then pO(p) = piO(p),
so the statement follows from Proposition 1.2.
If every pO(p) has a diophantine definition with 7 quantifiers, then so does a
finite union of such sets. 
We will show that for any finite set S ⊆ P, there is a diophantine definition of⋃
p∈P\S
pO(p)
in K. This then implies a universal definition of OS =
⋂
p∈P\S O(p).
In particular, setting S = ∅, we find a universal definition of the ring of integers
OK in a number field K. However, even if one is only interested in the case S = ∅,
it will be crucial in our proof to also allow S to be non-empty.
In the next proposition we outline the strategy which we will use to find dio-
phantine definitions of
⋃
p∈P pO(p) for some infinite sets P ⊆ P.
5.3. Proposition. Let P ⊆ P be a non-empty set. If there exists a set Φ ⊆ Km
for some m ∈ N and a family (Ax)x∈Φ of subsets of K such that
• Φ is a diophantine subset of Km defined with n1 quantifiers.
• there is a diophantine formula ψ(t, u) with m + 1 free variables and n2
quantifiers such that Ax = {y ∈ K | K |= ψ(y, x)}.
• each Ax with x ∈ Φ is contained in some pO(p) for p ∈ P.
• each pO(p) with p ∈ P is contained in some Ax with x ∈ Φ.
Then we have ⋃
p∈P
pO(p) =
⋃
x∈Φ
Ax,
a diophantine definition for
⋃
p∈P pO(p) with n1+n2+m quantifiers and a universal
definition for
⋂
p∈P O(p) with n1 + n2 +m+ 1 quantifiers.
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Proof. The equality of sets is obvious from the third and fourth hypotheses. This
leads to a diophantine definition with n1+ n2+m quantifiers since for y ∈ K we
have that
y ∈
⋃
x∈Φ
Ax ⇔ ∃x ∈ K
m : (x ∈ Φ ∧ y ∈ Ax).
The last part follows from Proposition 5.1. 
5.4. Lemma. Let S ⊆ S ′ ⊆ P and suppose that S ′ \ S is finite. Suppose
that
⋃
p∈P\S′ pO(p) has a diophantine definition with n quantifiers, then the set⋃
p∈P\S pO(p) has a diophantine definition with max{n, 7} quantifiers.
Proof. We have ⋃
p∈P\S
pO(p) =
⋃
p∈P\S′
pO(p) ∪
⋃
p∈S′\S
pO(p)
and a finite union of diophantine sets is again diophantine. The number of quan-
tifiers can be chosen to be the maximum of the ones needed for the components of
the union. Since from Corollary 5.2 we know that
⋃
p∈S′\S pO(p) has a diophantine
definition with 7 quantifiers, we obtain a diophantine definition with max{n, 7}
quantifiers for the set
⋃
p∈P\S pO(p). 
In particular, to prove that
⋃
p∈P\S pO(p) is diophantine for all finite sets S, it
is sufficient to find a definition for sufficiently large sets S of odd cardinality.
Let S ⊆ P be a non-empty, finite set, u ∈
⋂
p∈S O
×
(p). Define the set
ΦSu = {(a, b) ∈ K
2 | b ∈
⋂
p∈S
O×(p), a ≡ u mod
∏
p∈S
pO(p)}.
5.5. Lemma. Let S ⊆ P be a non-empty, finite set, u ∈
⋂
p∈S O
×
(p). Then the set
ΦSu has a diophantine definition with 14 quantifiers.
Proof. By Corollary 4.4 we can describe
⋂
p∈S O(p) and
⋂
p∈S O
×
(p) with 7 quantifi-
ers. Furthermore, having fixed by the Weak Approximation Theorem an element
pi ∈ K× with pi ∈ pO(p) \ p
2O(p) for all p ∈ S, a ≡ u mod
∏
p∈S pO(p) can be
rewritten as a − u ∈ pi
⋂
p∈S O(p). By Corollary 4.4 and Proposition 1.2 this can
be described with a diophantine formula with 7 quantifiers. This brings the total
to 7 + 7 = 14. 
5.6. Lemma. Let F be a finite field. There exists a u ∈ F such that X2−X−u2
is irreducible over F .
Proof. If char(F ) = 2 every element is a square (by the perfectness) and the
statement becomes trivial, as F is not quadratically closed. Suppose now that
char(F ) 6= 2, then we need to show that there exists a u ∈ F such that the
discriminant 1 + 4u2 is not a square. To this end, take any b ∈ F which is not a
square. Using that bX2−Y 2−Z2 is isotropic over F (by the Chevalley-Warning
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Theorem), write b = c2 + d2 for some c, d ∈ F . Then u = d
2c
does the trick, as
1 + 4u2 = b
c2
is not a square. 
5.7.Theorem. Let K be a global field. Let S ⊆ P be a finite set of odd cardinality,
pi ∈ K× such that S ⊆ P(pi). Let u, c ∈ K× be such that
(i) for all p ∈ S, vp(u) = 0 and X
2 −X − u2 is irreducible over O(p)/pO(p).
(ii) for all p ∈ P(pi),
vp(c) =
{
0 if p ∈ S
1 otherwise
.
Then setting Qa2,b = [a
2, bpi)K we have⋃
p∈P\S
pO(p) =
⋃
(a2,b)∈ΦSu
(J1+4a
2
(Qa2,b) ∩ J
b(Qa2,b) ∩ J
c(Qa2,b) ∩H
a(Qa2,b)).
Proof. Throughout the proof, we make extensive use of Proposition 4.2 to the
point where we will consider the characterisations of the J- and H-sets given
there as their definitions.
We start by showing the inclusion from right to left. Take an arbitrary (a2, b) ∈
ΦSu . By the definition of Φ
S
u we have for all p ∈ S that vp(a) = 0, vp(bpi) =
vp(b) + vp(pi) ≡ 0 + 1 mod 2 and X
2 −X − a2 is irreducible over O(p)/pO(p). It
follows by Proposition 3.2 that S ⊆ ∆(Qa2,b); as |S| is odd, Hilbert Reciprocity
(Theorem 3.5) tells us that there exists a q ∈ ∆(Qa2,b) \ S. Note that q cannot
be real: if this were the case, then K would be a number field and Qa2,b ∼=
(1 + 4a2, b)K , but as 1 + 4a
2 is positive under every embedding of K into R,
(1 + 4a2, b)K splits at all real places. So q is a finite place. By the second part of
Proposition 3.1 at least one of the following occurs:
• 2vq(a) = vq(a
2) < 0. In this case, Ha(Qa2,b) ⊆ qO(q).
• vq(1 + 4a
2) is odd. In this case, J1+4a
2
(Qa2,b) ⊆ qO(q).
• vq(bpi) is odd. Then either vq(b) is odd, whereby J
b(Qa2,b) ⊆ qO(q), or
vq(pi) is odd, whereby vq(c) = 1 and thus J
c(Qa2,b) ⊆ qO(q).
We conclude that
J1+4a
2
(Qa2,b) ∩ J
b(Qa2,b) ∩ J
c(Qa2,b) ∩H
a(Qa2,b) ⊆ qO(q).
As this argument works for general (a2, b) ∈ ΦSu , this shows the inclusion from
right to left.
To show the other inclusion, it suffices to show that for any given q ∈ P\S there
exist (a2, b) ∈ ΦSu such that vq(a) = 0 and ∆(Qa2,b) = S ∪ {q}. Indeed, having
found such (a2, b) one has for all p ∈ S that vp(1+4a
2) = vp(a) = vp(b) = vp(c) = 0
and with this one verifies that
J1+4a
2
(Qa2,b) ∩ J
b(Qa2,b) ∩ J
c(Qa2,b) ∩H
a(Qa2,b) = qO(q).
Given a q ∈ P\S, by Weak Approximation there exists an a ∈ K× such that a ≡
u mod
∏
p∈S pO(p), vq(a) = 0 and X
2 −X − a2 is irreducible over O(q)/qO(q). By
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Theorem 3.6 we can find a b′ ∈ K× such that ∆(Qa2,b′) = S∪{q}. Proposition 3.2
tells us that vp(b
′pi) = vp(b
′) + vp(pi) is odd for all p ∈ S, whereby vp(b
′) is even.
Again by Weak Approximation we may multiply b′ by an appropriate square to
obtain b ∈
⋂
p∈S O
×
(p). Then (a
2, b) ∈ ΦSu and ∆(Qa2,b) = ∆(Qa2,b′) = S ∪ {q},
whereby we are done. 
5.8. Theorem. Let K be a global field, S ⊆ P a finite set. The set
⋃
p∈P\S pO(p) is
a diophantine subset of K. The ring of S-integers OS has a universal definition
in K.
Proof. Suppose first that |S| is odd. By Weak Approximation and Lemma 5.6
we can find u, c, pi ∈ K satisfying the conditions of the above theorem. By Pro-
position 5.3, Proposition 4.5 and Lemma 5.5, the set on the right of the equality
sign has a diophantine definition. This shows the first part of the statement if
|S| is odd; via Lemma 5.4 we know that the statement then also holds if |S| is
even. The second part then follows via Proposition 5.1. 
6. Quantifier count and optimisation
As explained in the proof of Theorem 5.8, the equality in Theorem 5.7 gives
rise to a diophantine definition of
⋃
p∈P\S pO(p), which then leads to a diophantine
definition of OS via Proposition 5.1. We can count the quantifier rank of the
obtained definition:
1. By Proposition 4.5 the sets Jd(Qa2,b) (for d = 1+4a
2, b, c) and Ha(Qa2,b) have
diophantine definitions with 24 and 15 quantifiers respectively. This implies
that the intersection
J1+4a
2
(Qa2,b) ∩ J
b(Qa2,b) ∩ J
c(Qa2,b) ∩H
a(Qa2,b)
can be defined with 24 + 24 + 24 + 15 = 87 quantifiers.
2. By Lemma 5.5 the set ΦSu needs 14 quantifiers to define.
3. By Proposition 5.3 this yields a definition for
⋃
p∈P\S pO(p) with 87 + 14+ 2 =
103 quantifiers.
However, when considering a specific global field K, this result can always be
optimised, using some deeper results from class field theory. We give a few
examples. In all statements of this section, let K be a global field, P the set of
finite places, S ⊆ P a finite set.
The following lemma was pointed out to us by Jan Van Geel and Bjorn Poonen.
6.1. Lemma. There exists a pi ∈ K× such that S ⊆ P(pi) and P(pi) has odd
cardinality.
Proof. If needed, enlarge S to be a set of even cardinality. It follows from Dirch-
let’s Density Theorem from class field theory - see for example [1, A.10] for a
characteristic-independent proof - that there exist infinitely many finite places q
such that S ∪ {q} = P(pi) for some pi ∈ K×. 
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6.2. Proposition. Assume char(K) = 2. Then
⋃
p∈P\S pO(p) has a diophantine
definition in K with 55 quantifiers.
Proof. Recall from Lemma 5.4 that it suffices to show the statement for suffi-
ciently large finite sets S; by Lemma 6.1 we may assume that S = P(pi) for some
pi ∈ K× and that S is of odd cardinality. We claim that when char(K) = 2 and
under the assumptions of Theorem 5.7 we have⋃
p∈P\S
pO(p) =
⋃
(a2,b)∈ΦSu
(J b(Qa2,b) ∩H
a(Qa2,b)).
One can verify that this leads to a definition with 55 quantifiers by following
through the quantifier count in the general case.
We prove the equality of sets. The inclusion form left to right follows from
Theorem 5.7 and we go through the proof of this theorem to show the inclusion
from right to left. Take (a2, b) ∈ ΦSu arbitrary. As explained in the proof of
Theorem 5.7, there exists a q ∈ ∆(Qa2,b) \ S. By Proposition 3.1 it follows that
either vq(a) < 0, vq(bpi) is odd, or vq(1+4a
2) is odd. The third case cannot occur,
as 4 = 0. If vq(bpi) = vq(b) + vq(pi) is odd, then vq(b) is odd, as q 6∈ S = P(pi).
The rest of the proof of Theorem 5.7 goes through and one sees that the sets
J1+4a
2
(Qa2,b) and J
c(Qa2,b) are not needed for the inclusion from right to left. 
6.3. Proposition. The set
⋃
p∈P\S pO(p) has a diophantine definition in K with
64 quantifiers.
Proof. If char(K) = 2 this is immediate from previous proposition; assume from
now on that char(K) 6= 2.
Recall from Lemma 5.4 that it suffices to show the statement for sufficiently
large finite sets S; in particular by Lemma 6.1 we may assume that S = P(pi)
for some pi ∈ K×, has odd cardinality, and contains all (finitely many) finite
places where the residue characteristic is 2. We claim that under the additional
assumptions of Theorem 5.7 we have⋃
p∈P\S
pO(p) =
⋃
(a2,b)∈ΦSu
(J1+4a
2
(Qa2,b) ∩ J
b(Qa2,b))
One verifies that this leads to a definition with 64 quantifiers by following through
the quantifier count in the general case.
We prove the equality of the sets. The inclusion from left to right follows from
Theorem 5.7 and we go through the proof of this theorem to show the inclusion
from right to left. Take (a2, b) ∈ ΦSu arbitrary. As explained in that proof, there
exists a q ∈ ∆(Qa2,b) \ S, which is necessarily a finite place. Additionally, by
our assumption on S, q has residue characteristic different from 2. From the first
part of Proposition 3.1 it follows that either vq(1 + 4a
2) is odd or vq(bpi) is odd
and the second implies that either vq(b) is odd or vq(pi) is odd. But the latter
cannot occur, as q 6∈ S = P(pi). The rest of the proof goes through and one sees
that neither the set Ha(Qa2,b) nor the set J
c(Qa2,b) are needed. 
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7. Finitely generated subrings
Theorem 5.8 shows us that rings of S-integers (with S finite) have a universal
definition in their fraction field. We now sketch why rings of S-integers are pre-
cisely the integrally closed, finitely generated rings with global fraction field, and
how to obtain from Theorem 5.8 a universal definition for any finitely generated
ring in its global fraction field K.
For the rest of this section, let R be a domain with a global field K as its
fraction field.
7.1. Lemma. Suppose R is finitely generated as a ring, let I be a non-zero ideal
of R. Then R is noetherian and R/I is a finite ring.
Proof. Let p = char(K). Set R0 = Z if p = 0; if p > 0, let R0 be a fixed subring
of R isomorphic to Fp[T ]. There exists an r ∈ N such that R = R0[x1, . . . , xn] for
some x1, . . . , xn ∈ K algebraic over R0. By induction on n, R can be seen to be
a noetherian domain of Krull dimension one. Then R/I is a finitely generated
artinian ring; such a ring must be finite. 
7.2. Proposition. The following are equivalent:
(1) R is finitely generated as a ring.
(2) R ⊆ OS for some finite set S ⊆ P.
Furthermore, in this case, R is integrally closed if and only if R = OS for some
finite set S ⊆ P.
Proof. Let R be generated as a ring by a1, . . . , an ∈ K. Then there exists a finite
set S ⊆ P such that for all p ∈ P \S and all i = 1, . . . , n, vp(ai) ≥ 0. If p ∈ P \S,
then a1, . . . , an ∈ O(p) and hence R ⊆ O(p). We conclude that R ⊆ OS.
By a known corollary of Chevalley’s Extension Theorem (see for example [5,
Theorem 3.1.3]) the fact that R is integrally closed is equivalent to R being an
intersection of valuation rings of K. As the discrete valuations are the only non-
trivial valuations on K, this is equivalent to R = OS for some S ⊆ P. If R is
finitely generated, then by the above argument S must be finite.
Suppose that R = OS for some finite set S ⊆ P. To show that R is finitely
generated, we make a case distinction between number fields and global function
fields. If K is a number field, then the ring of integers OK is a subset of OS.
Using that the class group of OK is torsion (even finite, see e.g. [8, Section 1.6])
we can find an element s ∈ OK such that vp(s) > 0 for all p ∈ S and vp(s) = 0
for all p ∈ P \ S. This implies that OS = OK [
1
s
]. We know that OK is finitely
generated as a Z-module (see [8, Section 1.2]), hence in particular OS is finitely
generated as a ring.
We now look at the case where K is a global function field of characteristic p.
Note that S 6= ∅, otherwise R would be a finite field. By Strong Approximation
(see for example [6, Proposition 3.3.1]) we can find a t ∈ K such that vp(t) < 0
for all p ∈ S and vp(t) ≥ 0 for all p ∈ P\S. Let R
′ be the integral closure of Fp[t]
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in K, then R′ is finitely generated as an Fp[t]-module (see [3, Theorem 4.14]), in
particular it is finitely generated as a ring. Furthermore, as K/Fp(t) is a finite
extension, K is the fraction field of R′. We claim that R′ = OS. Clearly R ⊆ OS;
R′ ⊆ OS then follows as OS is integrally closed. Thus R
′ = OS′ for some set
S ′ ⊆ S as R′ is integrally closed and has fraction field K. By the choice of t,
S = S ′ and thus R = OS . This concludes the proof that OS is finitely generated
for every finite set S ⊆ P.
Finally, let R ⊆ OS for some finite S ⊆ P be an arbitrary subring, R
′ its integral
closure. Without loss of generality, R′ = OS . By the previous paragraph, R
′ is
finitely generated, say by a1, . . . , an ∈ K. As R
′/R is integral, every ai is the root
of a monic polynomial with coefficients in R. Let R′′ be the subring ofR generated
by the (finitely many) coefficients of these polynomials. We find a sequence of
integral extensions R′′ ⊆ R ⊆ R′ where both R′′ and R′ are finitely generated
and where R′ is the integral closure of R′′. In particular, R′ is noetherian and
finitely generated as an R′′-module, whereby also R is finitely generated as an
R′′-module, hence as a ring. 
Let R′ be the integral closure of R in K.
7.3. Lemma. Suppose R is finitely generated as a ring. There exists an r ∈ R\{0}
such that rR′ ⊆ R.
Proof. By Proposition 7.2 also R′ is finitely generated as a ring. As R′/R is an
integral extension, it follows that R′ is finitely generated as an R-module; let
R′ = Ra1+ . . .+Ran for a1, . . . , an ∈ R
′. Since R and R′ have the same fraction
field, we have that for all i, there exists an ri ∈ R\{0} such that riai ∈ R; setting
r = r1 · · · rn now does the job. 
7.4. Theorem. Let R be a finitely generated domain with a global field K as its
fraction field. Then R has a universal definition in K.
Proof. Let R′ be the integral closure of R in K. By Lemma 7.3 there exists an r ∈
R\{0} such that rR′ ⊆ R. As rR′ is a non-zero ideal of R, Lemma 7.1 yields that
R/rR′ is finite. Thus, there exist y1, . . . , yn ∈ R such that R =
⋃n
i=1 yirR
′. Now
R′ is a ring of S-integers by Proposition 7.2; it follows from Theorem 5.8 that it
has a universal definition inK. By versions of Proposition 1.1 and Proposition 1.2
for universally defined sets (or by passing to complements, which are diophantine
sets) one sees that R itself has a universal definition. 
7.5. Remark. We would like to thank Philip Dittmann for his help in deriving the
above result for finitely generated subrings that are not integrally closed.
7.6. Remark. This method does not give us any uniform bound on the number
of quantifiers needed to define a finitely generated subring of a global field in its
fraction field. To see that this is the case, consider for a non-zero n ∈ N the
subring Z[ni] of Q[i] where i2 = −1. Then the integral closure of Z[ni] in Q[i] is
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Z[i]. One verifies that
∀a ∈ Z[i] : (aZ[i] ⊆ Z[ni]⇒ |Z[ni]/aZ[i]| ≥ n).
Indeed, whenever a ∈ Z[i] satisfies aZ[i] ⊆ Z[ni], then we must have a ∈ nZ[i].
And |Z[ni]/nZ[i]| = n. If Z[i] has a universal definition of rank m in Q[i], the
technique from Theorem 7.4 gives us a definition for Z[ni] in Q[i] of rank at least
nm.
7.7. Question. Can we give a uniform bound on the number of quantifiers needed
to define a finitely generated domain in its global fraction field?
7.8. Question. Let R be a finitely generated domain. Does R have a universal
definition in its fraction field?
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